
Versatile solutions to suit  
individual requirements
Haberkorn assembly kits



Assembly kits simplify your procurement process. Depending on requirements, your individual solution 
with Haberkorn assembly kits will enable you to save the procurement, storage, order picking and/or 
the handling of individual parts. We pick the goods for your order, which means they can be delivered in 
accordance with the parts list and you can concentrate on your core business without having to do any 
more work.

The benefits
of assembly kits

Simplification to one assembly 
kit (only one item) – instead of a 
long order list with lots of items.

One part complete with all the 
required elements instead of 
many individual parts.

Save work steps because the 
assembly kit is already prepared. 
Your logo can be placed on the 
cardboard.

One part Ready to goOne order number
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Overview of assembly kits

Variable assembly kits

Fixed (skin-pack) assembly kitsFixed assembly kits

Preassembled kits



With our variable assembly kits, we do the picking of your C-parts for you on a one-off or project basis. 
And you can combine items from different product groups with third-party products. We package them 
and deliver them to you exactly in accordance with your parts list.

Flexible and
ready for everything

Clear labelling of packages visible on the outside

Fast response to customer orders

Low inventory levels (stocked at Haberkorn)

Customer-specific branding possible

Picking of individual packages precisely as per parts list

Weather-proof packing of articles



Example: construction engineering
 
Sound familiar? You’re standing at the building site, the small 
parts such as screws, washers and nuts have been delivered 
packed in cardboard boxes. After the first rainstorm, or even 
just with the morning dew, the boxes start to break apart 
and you end up with an unorderly mix of packaging material 
and contents. Sorting out the required parts becomes a real 
pain. Here too, Haberkorn offers you the perfect solution. With 
weather-proof packaging and, if necessary, outer packaging 
as well, your small parts can be delivered to site in a form that 
allows quick and easy access.

Besides this packaging requirement, you no doubt also find 
that the parts required vary from one project to the next and 
therefore need to be compiled separately for each building 
site.

This is where variable assembly kits from Haberkorn are the 
ideal solution. Once you have stipulated the packaging, the re-
quired parts are picked and packed for the specific order. You 
then receive the right products on the building site in exactly 
the right packaging to suit your requirements.



Preassembled assembly kits make for shorter production processes and save you time with the  
procurement, storage, order picking and handling of individual parts. Haberkorn offers the option of 
ready-to-use assembly kits in a wide range of areas – simply ask your Haberkorn customer adviser.

The finished product
in just a few steps

The parts are preassembled, packed and ready to deliver

Fast response to customer orders

Low inventory levels (stocked at Haberkorn)

All the required parts in one package

One article number for the kit

Customer-specific branding possible



Example: HSFG bolt/nut/washer assemblies
 
You are looking to increase efficiency and shorten cycle times 
in your production department. Certain activities are perhaps 
costing time and should ideally have been completed before 
work starts. With preassembled kits, Haberkorn offers you a 
service that enables different parts to be put together and de-
livered to you as one product. The process is illustrated here, 
taking the example of HSFG bolt/nut/washer assemblies:
 

The new EN 14399 standard requires the use of high-
strength friction grip (HSFG) bolts in metal construction. 
The nut has to be turned along the complete thread before 
use. When assembling, it is important that the washers are 
correctly fitted. Haberkorn does these tasks for you: the nut 
is turned along the thread and the washers are fitted in the 
correct direction. This saves time in assembly and reduces the 
risk of assembly errors.



With our fixed assembly kits, we take care of your stocks of finished article sets. Your frequently re-
quired article sets are picked in advance and stored ready for use at Haberkorn. All you need to do is 
order the item with just one part number. Fixed assembly kits are ideal for your regular requirements 
for installation parts, initial equipment or standardised spare parts delivery, repair or maintenance  
sets of wear parts, or emergency sets for machine stoppages. Your Haberkorn customer adviser will  
be pleased to provide information on the wealth of possibilities.

The right thing
always at hand

Ready-made packages – fast delivery possible

Customer-specific packaging

All parts on one package

Just one article number for the complete package

Customer-specific branding possible



Example: service case

We all know how annoying it is when the tool or small part 
required to finish a product is missing. Especially when that 
happens on the building site and a replacement has to be 
found from somewhere quickly. It’s a simple matter to include 
the respective small parts, consumables and tools as standard 
assembly kits when shipping.

With the fixed assembly kits, Haberkorn offers a simple solu-
tion that can consist of small parts specified by the customer 
as well as individually compiled sets of tools.

Products are packed according to your wishes, whether that 
means in cardboard boxes, plastic bags or tool cases. For 
straightforward processing, these assembly kits are admin-
istered under separate article numbers and can then be 
stocked ready for shipment at short notice.



Skin packaging is a high-quality solution for your fixed assembly kits. Complete article sets are perfectly 
packed for you using this method. That’s ideal for your regular requirements of installation parts, initial 
equipment or standardised spare parts deliveries, defined repair and maintenance sets or emergency 
sets for machine stoppages.

Assembly kits with
high brand recognition

Contents of the skin pack-
aging visible at a glance

Individual labelling ensures brand recognition

Very simple handling – one article 
number per skin-packed set

All assembly kits can also be 
packaged neutrally

Products are protected against dust and moisture

No part can get lost



Your customer needs spare parts, and you would like to 
ensure that all the necessary products, plus information 
and explanations, are sent. In addition, the shipment should 
highlight your brand and be recognisable as an original spare 
parts kit.

Haberkorn offers a special packaging solution with the skin-
packed assembly kits. As in the case of the fixed assembly kit, 
the stipulated small parts, consumables and tools are packed 
using the skin-pack technology. The products are 

Example: spare parts kit

placed on the cardboard, which can be printed as required 
(e.g. with your logo) in accordance with a specified layout. In 
addition, information such as parts lists or instructions can 
be printed on the back.

This means your customer receives a visually attractive spare 
parts kit with all the necessary products and information. For 
simple processing, these assembly kits are given separate 
article numbers, enabling them to be stocked ready for ship-
ment at short notice.



The clear positioning of your brand is an effective means of ensuring lasting recognition value.

Haberkorn offers you different possibilities for achieving this.

Individual label Parts list/packing list Logo cardboard

• Customer-specific barcodes
• Customer-specific article 

information

• Customer logo
• Customer-specific part 

number
• Customer-specific article 

information

• Choice of position for 
customer logo

• Colour design options

Labelling according to
your specifications



Haberkorn can take care of various stages of your supply chain to suit your requirements.

Delivery to the workplace Stocking at Haberkorn

We deliver to production. We keep stocks of all individual 
parts for your assembly kits and, 
on request, your ready-made 
assembly kits too.

Ready-made assembly kits

We prepare your ready-made 
assembly kits. That way, we en-
sure that your assembly kits are 
available in good time.

Packed – stored – delivered



PE bag Carton

Individually packed
to meet your needs
Depending on conditions in the workplace, different packaging is required to maintain the 
quality of products. Here again, Haberkorn offers various options and is pleased to advise.

Today’s packaging has to meet different 
demands. That begins with rapid iden-
tification of the contents and ends with 
ready access to all the parts. In addi-
tion, the products have to be protected 
against transport damage as well as 
against wind and weather. And last but 
not least, your brand is highlighted with 
suitable printing.
With the wide range of packaging op-
tions from Haberkorn, you will find the 
right solution for your particular needs.

• Contents immediately visible
• Space-saving packaging
• Easy to open

• Several different products 
readily accessible

• Product-friendly packaging
• Cartons are practical to stock 

as they can be stacked



Plastic box Skin packaging boardWooden box

• Protects against dust and 
moisture

• Very good advertising 
medium

• Clean appearance and 
articles easy to count

• Sturdy packaging for 
transport

• Suitable for transport and 
use at sea

• Everything readily accessible
• Products perfectly protected
• Practical to carry and 

transport



Savings through  
preliminary work Special look requiredPicking from

prepared set

Contents constantly 
changing
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Choosing the right  
assembly kit

6961 Wolfurt 
T +43 5574 695-0

1030 Wien 
T +43 1 74074-0 

6063 Rum/Innsbruck 
T +43 512 24400-0

4060 Leonding 
T +43 7229 687-0 

9500 Villach 
T +43 4242 42038-0

8055 Graz 
T +43 316 287082-0

Haberkorn GmbH 
www.haberkorn.com 
shop.haberkorn.com

Fixed assembly kit

Variable assembly kit

Preassembled  
assembly kit

Loose  
assembly kit

Skin-packaged  
assembly kit

Yes

No

https://shop.haberkorn.com?s=287082

